myGB

ONLINE

Online Reporting Portal
Personalised access to your claims data

24/7 self service access
from any device

Customisable reports and
dashboards

Claims data updated
weekly

Self service reporting tool that allows you to quickly and effectively retrieve the most current
claims reports for your policy anywhere, anytime.

About the Portal

Who can use it?

The myGBonline Reporting Portal is a self-service reporting tool
that allows you to quickly and effectively retrieve the most current
claims reports for your policy anywhere, anytime.

There is no limit to the number of staff that can access the
Reporting Portal; you will have complete control to view all
your claims data and policy information. Plus, it’s simple and
fast to set up, and intuitive to use.

The Reporting Portal has been specifically designed for the
workers’ compensation industry to increase your administration
efficiencies and enhance your ability to identify trends and
proactively create solutions in real-time.
The portal allows for fast, secure and private document sharing
and in-depth analysis and reporting that can be customised to your
internal requirements – this culminates in an industry-leading offering
for our clients only, allowing you to be in control.

Why use it?
99 Designed specifically for workers’ compensation
99 Fast, secure and private document sharing that allows GB
to share documents with you
99 Accessible anytime, anywhere
99 No cost - complimentary for GB clients

What do you have access to?
myDashboards
myDashboards allows you to identify recurring issues and positive trends so that you can proactively develop strategies that mitigate or
manage your claims problems.
myDashboards provides you with graphical representations of your claims, premium, injury, accident and claim lodgement data.
Depending on the level of detail required, dashboards can be built to examine graph components in greater depth or altered to provide
a more summarised view, as shown below:

Create trend analyses for claims, premium, injury, accident and
claim lodgement.

With a simple and intuitive landing page, you can gain access to
your dashboard, reports and documents easily.

myReports
myReports delivers two reports: cost of claims and payments to date. Exporting these reports is simple to do. Reports can be exported
in Excel, PDF, Word, CSV, XML, TIFF file and XHTML file formats so that you can integrate the reports into your organisation’s internal
reporting requirements.

myDocuments
The myDocuments functionality allows GB to share documents with you and your organisation. Should you wish GB to share documents
with you, please contact your Business Account Manager who will be able to assist you.
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